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Introduction
When a corporate borrower in Hong Kong faces financial difficulties, the principal restructuring and insolvency options for
companies under Hong Kong law include:
− out-of-court workout;
− schemes of arrangement; and

− liquidation (which may be preceded by the
appointment of provisional liquidators).

From a creditor’s perspective, the choice of procedure will depend upon whether the borrower has granted security.
If security has been granted, receivership may be the most appropriate choice.
If no security has been granted, the creditor must decide whether there is a business to be rescued. If so, an informal
bank rescue or workout outside of any of the formal insolvency procedures may be appropriate. Alternatively, a scheme
of arrangement involving a statutory compromise of the company’s debts with its creditors with the sanction of the
court may be more appropriate.
If there is no business to be rescued, liquidation, the formal dissolution procedure for Hong Kong companies, may need
to be sought.
Creditors with the benefit of security may elect to enforce their security. Security enforcement is essentially a self-help
remedy rather than a collective restructuring or insolvency procedure and, if available to a creditor, will often represent
the best method of recovery.
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Enforcement of security
The main forms of security available under Hong Kong
law are:
− mortgage over real property;
− charge over shares;
− assignment over contracts, receivables and intellectual
property; and
− fixed and floating charge.
Hong Kong law recognises the concept of trusts and
security trust structures are commonly used in Hong Kong.
Security enforcement in Hong Kong commonly takes place
by appointment of a receiver. Receivership is essentially
a self-help remedy for secured creditors of the company.
It is not a collective insolvency procedure but a method by
which a creditor may enforce its security, realise the assets
secured and obtain repayment.
The use of a receiver is popular because receivers may
act independently as the agent of the relevant mortgagor/
chargor, and this can help insulate the security taker from
liability that may arise out of the enforcement process.
A receiver may be appointed over specific assets or
a receiver and manager may be appointed over the
company’s whole business. Receivers are usually appointed
under the terms of the debenture or security documents in
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favour of a creditor but may also be appointed by the court.
A court may appoint a receiver in a variety of circumstances
such as: where a company is shown to be incapable of
managing its own affairs, to safeguard or preserve property
for creditors, pursuant to a charging order in debt recovery
actions, or in relation to a shareholder dispute. In addition,
in Hong Kong it may be impossible or impractical for certain
forms of security to be enforced through an out-of-court
appointment of receivers. In the case of a mortgage over
real property, it is often necessary to obtain a court order
to ensure that the property is sold with vacant possession.
It is also usual for an equitable charge to be enforced by
way of court order.
The receiver’s powers shall be limited to those set out in the
debenture/security documents or as specified by the court.
Where a receiver and manager have been appointed over
the company’s whole business, they will usually have wide
powers to carry on running the business.
The objective of a receiver or a receiver and manager
will usually be to sell the asset they are appointed over or
the whole business as a going concern (as appropriate),
and apply the proceeds of such sale (after deduction of
fees, costs and expenses) towards the secured liabilities.
The receiver [and manager] will be subject to a duty to
take reasonable care to obtain the best price reasonably
obtainable at the time of sale.
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Corporate rescue
There is no statutory reorganisation procedure available under
Hong Kong law, but it is possible for creditors of a Hong Kong
company to attempt to negotiate an informal contractual
restructuring agreement with the company. This will generally
require the cooperation of all creditors of the company (as any
one creditor may still exercise its right to wind up the company).
Bank creditors are encouraged to give a financially distressed
company the opportunity to negotiate a restructuring by the

Approach to Corporate Difficulties issued in 1999 and revised in
2011 jointly by the Hong Kong Association of Banks and the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority, the government authority in Hong Kong
responsible for the supervision of authorised institutions such as
banks. In the absence of cooperation from all creditors, a scheme
of arrangement may help to procure a restructuring which binds
all creditors.

Scheme of arrangement
Schemes of arrangement are provided for under Division 2 of Part
13 of the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 622 of the laws of Hong
Kong) and involve a compromise or arrangement between
a company and its creditors or members (or any class of them).
A scheme will require the agreement of over 50% in number and
at least 75% in value of creditors and members (or relevant classes
of them) present and voting and if approved by the court will
become binding on all such classes, including those who voted
against and did not vote at all. The court maintains a discretion on
whether to sanction a scheme and will consider compliance with
the statutory process, whether the majority approving the scheme
is fairly representative of its class and is acting in good faith, and
whether the scheme is fair to all creditors in the circumstances.
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Where there are different classes of creditors (eg contingent or
unsecured), each class is required to hold separate meetings to
discuss the scheme proposals.
The terms of each scheme of arrangement will vary; however, they
will often require variation of contractual terms, waiver of part of
creditor claims and exchanges of debt for equity.
The process by which a scheme of arrangement is sanctioned
does not provide any moratorium against creditor action.
Creditors therefore retain the ability to seek to enforce their
claims through obtaining judgment or to present a winding-up
petition, although the Hong Kong court has been persuaded to
exercise its discretion to refuse to make a winding-up order while
a restructuring proposal is put to creditors through a scheme.
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Other statutory provisions
The Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance
(Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) contains a number of other provisions
to assist a company’s restructuring, such as;
− section 254, which provides a procedure for an arrangement to become
binding on a company being, or about to be, wound up and its creditors
without court approval. The section only applies to an “arrangement”
rather than the arguably wider concept of an “arrangement or
compromise” dealt with by Division 2 of Part 13 of the Companies
Ordinance (Cap. 622 of the Laws of Hong Kong). The arrangement will
be binding on the company if sanctioned by a special resolution and
on its creditors if acceded to by 75% in value and number of all
creditors. Any creditor or contributory may appeal to the court to
challenge the arrangement;
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− section 237, which allows a liquidator to accept shares or other securities
in lieu of cash when selling all or part of the business or property of a
company in a members’ voluntary liquidation. The liquidator may exercise
this power only with the sanction of a special resolution of the company.
A member of the company may require the liquidator to purchase its
shares before proceeding with the transfer; and
− section 246, which applies section 237 to creditors’ voluntary
liquidations. Section 246 also modifies the procedure slightly by
requiring the approval of the court or committee of inspection, which is
a body appointed to supervise the liquidation, before a liquidator may
exercise the power.
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Liquidation
Liquidation (or winding-up) is the
dissolution procedure for companies
under Hong Kong law. Liquidation can
take one of two forms:
− voluntary liquidation, a procedure
conducted out of court which
generally occurs where the
shareholders of a company pass
a resolution to place the company
into liquidation. If a majority of the
company’s directors have made
a declaration of solvency stating
that the company will be able to
pay its debts in full within the 12
months after commencement of
the winding-up, the liquidation will
be a members’ voluntary liquidation.
In the absence of such
a declaration, the liquidation will
be a creditors’ voluntary liquidation.
In addition, there is a special
procedure under section 228A of
the Companies (Winding Up and
Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance
(Cap 32. of the Law of Hong Kong)
for the directors of a company to
resolve at a directors’ meeting that
a company be wound up on the
grounds that it cannot, by reason of
its liabilities, continue its business; or
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− compulsory liquidation, which
occurs following the court’s
acceptance of a petition presented
by a company’s contributory or
creditor, the company itself or
certain government officials if one
or more of the relevant grounds
exist. Such grounds include, among
others, that the company is unable
to pay its debts (which may be
deemed in certain circumstances
including where the company has
failed to comply with a statutory
demand for payment for an
undisputed debt), and that it is just
and equitable for the company to
be wound up.
Upon the commencement of
liquidation, a liquidator will take control
of the company and collect, realise
and distribute its assets to creditors
and then to shareholders.
The effect of a liquidation on claims
against the company is broadly
as follows:

− in a compulsory winding-up,
once the winding-up order has
been made, no action or
proceedings can be commenced
or proceeded with against the
company or its property without the
leave of the court. Although there
is no equivalent automatic
moratorium in the case of a
creditors’ voluntary liquidation,
the liquidator may apply to the
court for a stay of such proceedings
to ensure an equal distribution of
the company’s property; and
−c
 laims against the company
are crystallised as at the date of
liquidation and a proof of debt
mechanism comes into play
including a mandatory
insolvency set-off provision.
When the liquidation process
has been completed, the company
is dissolved.

− security and proprietary rights
against the company are unaffected
and remain enforceable;
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Provisional liquidators
Provisional liquidators may be appointed to protect the
assets of a company between the date of petition for the
company’s winding-up and the date on which a winding-up
order is made, when the court can be persuaded that the
assets of the company are in jeopardy. The appointment
of provisional liquidators triggers a stay of enforcement of
creditors’ claims and provisional liquidators have therefore
been appointed to assist in exploring a restructuring. This is
only possible, however, if there is jeopardy to assets of the
company which justifies the appointment of a provisional
liquidator in the first place. The stay does not affect the
ability of a creditor to accelerate under the terms of a
loan facility (to maximise its claim against the company),
subject to the right to accelerate arising under the terms of
the relevant finance documents (which is usual following
an appointment). The stay will also not affect secured
creditors who remain entitled to enforce their security in
the normal course.
A provisional liquidator can be contrasted with a liquidator,
who is appointed after a winding-up order has been made
and are responsible for realisation of the company’s assets
and later distribution to creditors. The appointment of a
provisional liquidator does not automatically terminate
contracts to which the company is a party or relieve the
company of its contractual obligations unless the contracts
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themselves contain termination rights. The provisional
liquidator’s ability and willingness to cause the company
to perform its contractual obligations may also be limited.
The duty of the provisional liquidator is to the company’s
creditors generally, rather than to any specific creditor.
The provisional liquidator cannot be expected to cause
the company to perform obligations which would have the
effect of placing a counterparty in an unfairly preferential
position to that of other counterparties.
Although the directors of the company remain in office,
practically their authority is superseded by the role of
the provisional liquidator. It is common for a provisional
liquidator to be appointed where the management is no
longer capable of effectively running the company.
A provisional liquidator’s powers are limited by the terms
of his or her appointment order. Although a provisional
liquidator must be appointed for the purpose of conducting
proceedings in winding-up a company, it is possible
for extra powers being given to a provisional liquidator,
including those that would enable the presentation of an
application for a scheme of arrangement.
A provisional liquidator will remain in office until the court
confirms the appointment of liquidators following the first
meeting of creditors, or until the court orders that they
be discharged.
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Cross-border issues
The jurisdiction of the Hong Kong court is not limited to winding-up companies
incorporated in Hong Kong. A Hong Kong court will accept jurisdiction to liquidate
a company not incorporated in Hong Kong where:1
− the court is capable of accepting jurisdiction. The Hong Kong court is able to accept
jurisdiction in a wide range of circumstances2 including if the company is unable to pay
its debts; and/or
− the court is able to exercise its jurisdiction. This requires that the company has a
sufficient connection with Hong Kong, there is a reasonable possibility of benefit
accruing to those applying for the winding-up, and the court is able to exercise
jurisdiction over one or more persons interested in the distribution of the
debtor’s assets.

Hong Kong law does not currently recognise the UNCITRAL Model Law on
Cross-Border Insolvency.
However, the Hong Kong court has proved flexible and creative in using its common law
powers to assist foreign insolvency processes. For example, in January 2020, the Hong
Kong court for the first time granted an order of recognition and assistance in favour
of the administrators of a company in bankruptcy administration in the mainland of the
People’s Republic of China (which is a civil law jurisdiction).

Reform
A provisional supervision procedure akin to the administration procedure in England and
Wales has been recommended by, among others, The Law Reform Commission of Hong
Kong. A draft bill was prepared to introduce the procedure (the Provisional Supervision –
Companies (Corporate Rescue) Bill) and was expected to be enacted in 2002. However,
the legislation was not enacted and discussions on new corporate rescue procedures
are still ongoing. It is possible that these further discussions will result in similar legislation
being enacted in the near future.

On 13 February 2017, the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions)
(Amendment) Ordinance 2016 came into effect. The amendment provided greater
protection for creditors in the course of a winding-up (eg introducing standalone
provisions on the setting aside of transactions which are transactions at an undervalue
or unfair preferences, extending the relevant period for invalidating a floating charge
created in favour of a connected person and introducing new provisions to claw back
payments made by a company out of capital in respect of redemption or buy-back of
its own shares), streamlining the winding-up process by introducing more powers for
the committee of inspection and liquidators, and clarifying the powers, duties,
appointment and liabilities of insolvency officeholders.

A company incorporated outside Hong Kong may only be liquidated in a compulsory winding-up.

1
2
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As set out in section 327 (3) of the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong).
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Key contacts
If you require advice on any of the matters raised in this document,
please call any of our partners or your usual contact at Allen & Overy.

Ian Chapman

Richard Woodworth

Viola Jing

Fai Hung Cheung

Tel +852 2974 7019

Tel + 852 2974 7208

Tel +852 2974 6951

Tel +852 2974 7207

Ian Field

Jennifer Marshall

Lucy Aconley

Nicola Ferguson

Harini Viswanathan

Tel +44 20 3088 2671

Tel +44 20 3088 4743

Tel +44 20 3088 4442

Tel +44 20 3088 4073

Tel +44 20 3088 3992

Partner

ian.chapman@allenovery.com

Partner

ian.field@allenovery.com
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Partner

richard.woodworth@allenovery.com

Partner

jennifer.marshall@allenovery.com

Counsel

viola.jing@allenovery.com

Counsel

lucy.aconley@allenovery.com
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Partner

fai.hung.cheung@allenovery.com

Senior PSL

nicola.ferguson@allenovery.com

Associate

harini.viswanathan@allenovery.com
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Further
information
Developed by Allen & Overy’s market-leading Restructuring group, “Restructuring Across Borders”
is an easy-to-use website that provides information and guidance on all key practical aspects of
restructuring and insolvency in Europe, Asia, the Middle East and the U.S.
To access this resource, please click here.
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For more information, please contact:

Hong Kong

London

Allen & Overy LLP
9th Floor
Three Exchange Square Central
Hong Kong

Allen & Overy LLP
One Bishops Square
London
E1 6AD
United Kingdom

Tel +852 2974 7000

Tel +44 20 3088 0000
Fax +44 20 3088 0088

GLOBAL PRESENCE
Allen & Overy is an international legal practice with approximately 5,500 people, including some 550 partners, working in over 40 offices worldwide. Allen & Overy means Allen & Overy LLP and/or its affiliated undertakings. Allen & Overy LLP is a limited liability partnership
registered in England and Wales with registered number OC306763. Allen & Overy LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority of England and Wales. The term partner is used to refer to a member of Allen & Overy LLP or an employee or consultant
with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of the members of Allen & Overy LLP and of the non-members who are designated as partners is open to inspection at our registered office at One Bishops Square, London E1 6AD.
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